
NDS: Safer and Stronger –
Disability Services and 
COVID-19 webinar
Friday 20th November 2020, 10:00am – 11:00am (AEDST)



Welcome and Introductions
Sarah Fordyce – Victorian State Manager (Acting), NDS



Agenda
• DHHS update 

• James MacIsaac, Executive Director Disability, Disability and Communities Branch, DHHS

• Public Health update
• Professor John Catford, Senior Medical Adviser, DHHS

• NDIA update
• Toni Van Hamond, Director, Market & Provider Engagement VIC/Tas, NDIA

• Provider Perspective
• Gavin Bussenchutt, Manager, Quality and Risk, Wellways

• Q&A 
• Facilitated by Sarah Fordyce, NDS



DHHS Update 

James MacIsaac

Executive Director Disability, Disability and Communities Branch

Department of Health and Human Services
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NDSV Safer and Stronger Webinar

COVID-19 and Disability

Update 20 November 2020

James MacIsaac, Executive Director, Disability

Visit www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus

COVID-19 hotline 1800 675 398
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Overview

Key updates  

• Roadmap restrictions https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/disability-services-sector-coronavirus-covid-19

• PPE guidance

• Workforce update – mobility reductions in transfer homes

• Key lessons emerging from the Victorian experience

Current priorities

• No active disability cases  - last active case cleared on 30 October

• Strengthening supports for providers to prevent, prepare for and manage outbreaks  

• Planning for changes impacting people with disability and providers as restrictions are eased under 

the roadmap to reopening

• Workplace directions - reducing mobility 

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/disability-services-sector-coronavirus-covid-19
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Roadmap to re-opening

• The Victorian Government Coronavirus (COVID-19) roadmap to re-opening (the roadmap) sets out 

the steps and trigger points for easing of restrictions across Victoria. 

• The steps enable a safe, steady and sustainable path out of restrictions and into COVID Normal and 

is based on Public Health advice. 

• Victoria is currently in Step 3 of the roadmap (both regional and metropolitan areas) which specifies 

that disability services remain ‘restricted’.  Work is currently underway to consider appropriate 

changes for the Last Step.

• Currently for centre based day services, a maximum of 20 people may be in the facility, with a 

maximum of 10 people present in each room as long as density and other COVID safe requirements 

are met.  

• Following recent revisions to the Restricted Activity directions, people with disability, like the rest of 

the Victorian community, have increased opportunity for social interaction and activities outside the 

home; such as exercise, recreation and visiting family. 
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Roadmap – last step and COVID normal

• Restrictions will continue to be revised based on public health advice with the aim of people with disability, 

like all members of the community, resuming their usual services or activities when it is considered safe to do 

so and where COVIDsafe principles can be implemented.

• The last step and COVID Normal will see usual services and activities resuming for a greater number of people 

as gathering limits indoors and outdoors increase (within density quotients).

• Services will need to continue to meet the six COVIDsafe principles:

• Physical distancing (including the 4 square metre rule)
• Wear a face mask
• Practice good hygiene
• Keep records and act quickly
• Avoid interactions in enclosed spaces
• Create workforce bubbles.

• Advice will continue to be updated for people with disability and disability service providers at: 
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/information-people-disability-coronavirus-disease-covid-19 and
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/disability-services-sector-coronavirus-covid-19

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/information-people-disability-coronavirus-disease-covid-19
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/disability-services-sector-coronavirus-covid-19
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Other key public health guidance and support - PPE

• We continue to review and update our PPE guidance in consultation with our public health colleagues.

• As restrictions ease alongside lower rates of community transmission, the requirement for particular types of 

PPE is being re-examined.

• A current area for review is the mandatory requirement for disability support workers to wear both a surgical 

mask and eye protection in all situations where they are supporting a person with disability, for example 

accompanying a client to a cafe. 

• We are also commencing a program of face to face PPE training for disability support workers with support 

from NDSV and our Education Cell in public health.  We will be using a ‘champions’ model to support those 

who have undertaken PPE training to share their learnings with other co-workers.

• A PPE ready reckoner is also close to finalisation.  It will provide practical advice for services to calculate 

how much and what types of PPE they need to have on hand, based on the size of their service - for both 

prevention and outbreak supply.  Information on local PPE supply options will also be included.  
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Workforce update

• The $15m Disability Worker Mobility Reduction Payment initiative was introduced on 1 

September 2020 to assist service providers and workers to meet financial costs associated with 

restricting workers to a maximum of two sites. This built on the efforts of providers to restructure 

rosters and cohort workers.

• We are seeing positive trends from Victoria’s ‘transfer’ accommodation providers who have 

reduced the proportion of workers at more than two sites from 12.4% in July 2020 to 1.4% in 

November 2020. The proportion of workers at only one site has increased from 75.3% to 86.8%. 

• Early data from NDIS funded providers indicates around 80% of workers are only at one site.

• Epidemiological analysis has provided some preliminary insights to the effect of worker mobility on 

COVID-19 cases in disability settings.

• More information: https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/disability-worker-mobility-reduction-payment-

factsheet-covid-19-doc

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/disability-worker-mobility-reduction-payment-factsheet-covid-19-doc
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Key lessons emerging from the Victorian experience

• COVID-19 and accompanying social distancing restrictions had a disproportionate 

impact on people with disability. To be effective, our response needed to consider this 

impact across all life domains

• Establishing a dedicated disability response through the VDRC was critical to enjoin 

program and public health response, and provide incident case management, 

coordination with the sector

• The necessity of sharing intelligence between State and Commonwealth sources 

• The need to provide clear, practical and easy to understand guidance to people with 

disability and service providers as well as clear communication channels – e.g. Disability 

Sector Plan
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Key lessons continued

• The disability sector (and workforce) has been very responsive in respect of 

preparedness and resilient to the challenges of public health restrictions

• Prevention is key - need for dedicated infection prevention and control support and 

training for a ‘non-heath’ workforce and outreach from public health

• Access to emergency accommodation for people with disability and workers to isolate 

away from home. In broad terms, most active cases in disability residential settings 

were able to isolate and be supported without the need for emergency accommodation

• Maintaining adequate workforce supply to respond to critical service continuity risks was 

a key challenge for outbreak sites.

• Balancing the need for minimising mobility and ensuring a proportionate response to 

impact on workforce
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Accessibility statement and publishing information

To find out more information about coronavirus and how to stay safe visit DHHS.vic – coronavirus disease (COVID-19)

<https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus>

If you need an interpreter, call TIS National on 131 450

For information in other languages, scan the QR code or visit 

DHHS.vic –Translated resources - coronavirus (COVID-19) 

<https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/translated-resources-coronavirus-disease-covid-19>

For any questions call the Coronavirus hotline 1800 675 398 (24 hours). 

Please keep Triple Zero (000) for emergencies only.

To receive this presentation in another format email Disability Taskforce <disabilityf@dhhs.vic.gov.au>.

Authorised and published by the Victorian Government, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne.

© State of Victoria, Australia, Department of Health and Human Services, 20 November 2020

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/translated-resources-coronavirus-disease-covid-19
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/translated-resources-coronavirus-disease-covid-19
mailto:disabilitytf@dhhs.vic.gov.au


Public Health Update
Professor John Catford 

Senior Medical Adviser

DHHS



NDIA update
Toni Van Hamond

Director, Market & Provider Engagement VIC/Tas

NDIA



Provider Perspective
Gavin Bussenschutt

Manager, Quality and Risk

Wellways Australia



Limbering Up
an agile response to 

COVID-19



Wellways Response

COVID-19 Response Management Team

Enterprise Level Business Continuity Plan

Regional level Pandemic Management and Escalation Plans

Program Specific COVID-19 Safe Plans and COVID-19 Response Plans

Individual planning  - reassuring participants

Building confidence in staff





























What we take with us

We already had a strategic imperative to improve comms throughout the org. 

COVID-19 turbo charged our strategy.

Enhanced connection – more regular contact with people – not in the traditional sense 
however we are bringing people from across the org together more frequently.

Innovative Practice – virtual support one on one and groups

A stronger focus on staff wellbeing

Flexible workforce – staff working from home

Limbering up - Greater flexibility an agile organisation



Q&A

Questions from Q&A box and those submitted in advance to NDS



Short survey - link in the chat box
NDS Coronavirus Hub - Victorian COVID-19 Response

Thank you

https://www.nds.org.au/covid-19-hub
https://www.nds.org.au/index.php/covid-19-hub/victorian-covid-19-response

